
Suzy Dickstein is the creator of the “Rise to Rave-Worthy 
Blueprint™.” She helps solopreneurs who sound just like 
everybody else in their messaging (yawn!) find their 
uniqueness and build a mini-movement. 

But her ability to do that doesn’t come from having built 
multiple multi-million dollar businesses, graduating from 
Harvard, or having worked with the biggest brands on the 
planet. Quite the opposite! She failed to launch business 
after business because of low self-esteem and something 
always feeling off. After decades of trying to figure out what 
makes a business take off, she finally put the pieces 
together and now transforms “same-as” solopreneurs into 
personal brand champions.

Book Suzy to speak:

“Suzy is a ball of 
fire and definitely 
rave-worthy. I 
spent two and a 
half hours with her 
on a Zoom call and 
it was 
transformational. I 
don't use that word 
lightly.”

- Lori Johnson, 
CharitySweetLegacy

What Does Being  

“Rave-Worthy" Mean?

Signature Talks

Build a Business You Want to Rave 
About (and so do your clients)                              

suzy@suzydickstein.com  

http://SpeakWithSuzy.com

https://SuzyDickstein.com

 +1 (250) 686-0330 (PT)

How to Turn “Meant for More” into More without Needing More Confidence: Learn 
my #1 framework to go from an interesting idea into something more actionable1

How to Make More Money without Raising your Hourly Rate: Learn my #1 framework for 

how to package what you do so that people won’t compare you to others solely based on 
price

2

How to Make a Bigger Impact without Working 2X More Hours: Learn my #1 
framework for how to stop playing small and start building a scalable business3

Mission-Based Positioning Transformational Offers Gut-Based MessagingVisionary Leadership Wow Factor
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